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GOALS OF THIS PRESENTATION

◼ WHAT IS MEASUREMENT UNCERTAINTY (MU) ?

◼ WHAT DOES COMPARABILITY (CP) MEAN?

◼ A BRIEF HISTORY OF HOW MU & CP ORIGINATED

◼ WHAT IS THE VALUE OF MU & CP?  HOW CAN THEY 

HELP US?

◼ HOW WE HAVE APPROACHED DETERMINATION OF 

MU & CP IN OUR HEALTH AUTHORITY



WHAT IS MU?



WHAT IS MU
◼ MU is an ongoing measure of the expected variability in performance 

that occurs in an analytical process.  

◼ It EXCLUDES 

 Pre and post-analytical sources of variation

 biological variation.

◼ It INCLUDES:

 Different analyzer operators

 Different lot numbers of reagents: calibrators and test reagents including water

 Maintenance procedures and repairs on analyzers

 Variations in ambient conditions

 Inherent variation in the method from pipetting of reagents, mixing, reading the 

reactions, etc, to determining a result.

◼ It uses the same QC basics such as SD but also includes a component 

to account for bias.



MU VERSUS SD & CV

◼ The SD & CV are different expressions of the same 

attribute of an assay.

◼ They are usually established at the time of 

verification of manufacturer’s claims, with a single 

lot of reagent, one operator, over a short (5-20d) 

period and under relatively constant conditions.

◼ MU is an ongoing periodic estimation of variance 

over different lots of reagents, different operators, 

longer periods and day-to-day lab conditions.



MU, ExMU & RCV

◼ MU is the estimated uncertainty often expressed ‘uc’

◼ Expanded MU is ‘uc’ multiplied by a factor to provide a 

more realistic expected variance.

 The rule of thumb factor is *2 per EP29A

 All VIHA MU calculations use this factor of 2

◼ RCV is the Reference Change Value:

 This is a statistically determined smallest change that would  

constitutes a real difference between 2 measurements with a 

defined level of confidence.

 At 95% confidence RCV = (2)1/2*1.96*((CVa)2=(CVi)2)1/2

 Substituting MU in the RCV formula gives a more current improved 

RCV.



COMPARABILITY (CP)

◼ Is the relationship between results of a 

measurand that allows a meaningful 

understanding of the individual results and 

any statistically significant change in the 

level of the results:

◼ This translates into improved patient care by

 Improved understanding of lab results

 Improved laboratory quality



MEASUREMENT UNCERTAINTY

A BRIEF HISTORY
◼ 1999: International Standardization Organization ISO-

17025 published as a guideline for testing and calibration 

laboratories. It required the determination of MU.

◼ 2003: MU also required by ISO-15189 for medical 

laboratories: “The laboratory shall measure the uncertainty 

of results where relevant and possible.”

◼ 2010: It was proposed in the Guideline CSLI 51A.

◼ 2012: CSLI EP29-A published guideline on determining MU

◼ 2016: Mandatory requirement by DAP in BC.

◼ 2018: Todate, MU is not yet a CAP requirement.



WHY MU? THE VALUE & USES

◼ “The expression of the uncertainty of a result allows 

comparison of results from different laboratories, or within 

a laboratory or with reference values given in specifications 

or standards.” EAL-G23 (European Cooperation for accreditation of laboratories)

◼ “A measurement result is complete only when 

accompanied by a quantitative statement of its uncertainty. 

The uncertainty is required in order to decide if the result is 

adequate for its intended purpose and to ascertain if it is 

consistent with other similar results.” NIST (national Institute of 

Standards and Technology)



APPLICATIONS - CLINICAL

◼ IS A RESULT NORMAL OR ABNORMAL?
 Reference intervals – borderline values?

◼ DOES A RESULT ‘EXCEED’ A CLINICAL DECISION POINT?
 Compared to a previous result. - e.g. change in hscTn

 Relative to a “true” value or “gold standard” against which clinically significant values 

have been determined.  - e.g. Creatinine and eGFR, Cholesterol and cardiac risk

◼ IS A SUBSEQUENT RESULT SIGNIFICANTLY CHANGED?
 Measured on the same analyzer?

 Measured on a the same platform but different analyzer?

 Measured on a different analyzer and/or different method and/or different matrix?



IS THE RESULT NORMAL?

◼ Measurand “A”; Ref Intvl 12-65; MU +U%

◼ Result#1 = 64: - Quick analysis - normal

◼ “True” result 64+U% 

◼ If U 5% then true result 61-67 and may not be normal

◼ If U 2% then true result 63-65 and probably normal

◼ Result#2 = 67: - Quick analysis - abnormal

◼ “True” result 67+U%

◼ If U 5% then true result 64-70 may not be abnormal

◼ If U 2% then true result 66-67 and result is abnormal



IS THE CUTPOINT CROSSED?
◼ hsTnT: Expanded MU at ~10-20 ng/L is +5%

◼ Patient with cardiac chest pain

◼ The 3h delta for likely MI is >5 ng/L

Initial 
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15 14 16 16 15 17 1 -1 3

15 14 16 17 16 18 2 0 4

15 14 16 18 17 19 3 1 5

15 14 16 19 18 20 4 2 6

15 14 16 20 19 21 5 3 7

15 14 16 21 20 22 6 4 8

15 14 16 22 21 23 7 5 9

15 14 16 23 22 24 8 6 10

15 14 16 24 23 25 9 7 11

15 14 16 25 24 26 10 8 12



HAS LEVEL REALLY CHANGED?

◼ PATIENT WITH HYPONATREMIA – Monitored on same analyzer

 Initial Na 115; patient given N.saline IV and 24h later level is 124 mmol/L

 Important not to correct Na >10 mmol/L /24h period because of risk of DS

◼ IS THIS PATIENT AT RISK?

 Simple Delta is 9 mmol/L – is the patient safe from DS?

 Assume MU for NA at this level is +1 mmol/L

 Reference Change Value RCV = (2)1/2*Z*((CVa)2=(CVi)2)1/2

 Assuming CVi very low & Z = 1.96, RCV ~2.8*CVa or ~2.8*MU ~+3 mmol/L

 1st level could be between 112-118 and the 2nd between 121-127

 Possible real Na change could be as little as 3 or as much as 15 mmol/L

◼ CONCLUSIONS

 The Na increase is real.  It cannot be explained by analytical variability

 The change is potentially large enough to cause DS.

◼ IF THE 2ND NA HAD BEEN 119 mmol/L? (116-122, Incr.1-9)

 The Na increase is probably real and there is probably no significant risk of DS



HAS LEVEL REALLY CHANGED?

◼ PATIENT WITH HYPONATREMIA – Monitored with different methods

 Initial Na 115; patient has normal saline IV and 24h later level is 120 mmol/L

 Important not to correct Na >10 mmol/L per 24h period to avoid risk of DS

◼ IS THIS PATIENT AT RISK?

 Na measured on plasma auto-analyzer then on WB POC analyzer.

 both have MU for NA of +1 mmol/L

 WB POC analyzer bias +1 mmol/L compared to plasma autoanalyzer

 Assume the RCV for both POCA and AutoA ~+3 mmol/L

 1st level could be between 112-118 and the 2nd between (117)-(123)

 Including the bias between the methods (CP) of +1, 2nd could be 116-122

 Potentially the real Na change could be as little as -2 or as much as 10 mmol/L

◼ CONCLUSIONS

 The Na increase is likely real.  It can’t entirely be explained by analytical variability

 The change is unlikely large enough to cause DS.



APPLICATION - LAB

◼ ARE RESULTS ACCEPTABLY THE SAME OR DIFFERENT?
 Repeat testing to confirm a result?  Which one to report or repeat a 3rd time?

 Significant QC shift with new lot of test reagent – are patient results affected?

◼ IS THE ASSAY PERFORMING ACCEPTABLY?
 DAP requires the lab to establish acceptability criteria for the UC of each measurand

at more than one level in the reportable range. 

 DAP requires that results that do not meet these criteria are addressed

◼ Understand why/how the unacceptable condition arose

◼ Correct any problems identified

◼ Document all of the above



HAS LEVEL CHANGED?
◼ NTproBNP level 55 pg/mL; 3d previously ~1200 pg/mL x several mths

◼ MU for NTproBNP at this level ~+6 pg/mL

◼ Test repeated to check if this sudden dramatic improvement is real:

 Repeat level is 75 pg/mL

 RCV ~2.8*MU ~+17 pg/mL

 Initial result between 38-72 pg/mL

 Repeat result between 58-92 pg/mL

◼ Conclusions:

 The dramatic improvement is real

 The initial & repeat levels within the method variability & most likely 58-72 pg/mL

 Report average level of 65 pg/mL with appropriate documentation of actions. 

◼ If repeat test result were 90 pg/mL:

 It cannot be explained by assay variability based on MU

 Another repeat is required to determine the level to be reported

 Further troubleshooting of the assay might be indicated. Interferent? 



QC SHIFT NEW REAGENT LOT#
◼ NEW LOT OF iPTH TEST REAGENT

 Low QC -2.0 SD; High QC +2.0 SD (2.5 to 2.1 and 85 to 91)

 Despite recalibration the QC change persists

 Is this a significant performance change, or mainly matrix affect with QC material? 

◼ IDENTIFY PATIENT SAMPLES RECENTLY TESTED ON OLD REAGENT

 5-20 patient samples to cover clinical range as much as possible.

Patients Old Lot New Lot Abs Bias +APS +MU Bias < MU

27-13528 1.3 1.5 0.3 1.0 0.3 TRUE

30-11653 2.5 2.9 0.4 1.0 0.3 FALSE

28-10069 2.6 2.8 0.2 1.0 0.3 TRUE

30-12123 6.5 6.4 -0.1 1.0 0.3 TRUE

30-13825 7.5 7.2 -0.3 1.0 0.3 TRUE

30-12031 9.3 9.6 0.3 1.1 0.7 TRUE

30-12895 18.8 19.8 1.1 2.3 1.4 TRUE

30-12108 56.1 59.4 3.3 6.7 4.2 TRUE

30-12081 94.7 101.0 6.3 11.4 7.1 TRUE

25-10110 97.4 106.0 8.6 11.7 7.4 FALSE

26-10082 107.4 117.4 10.0 12.9 8.2 FALSE

26-10179 196.4 221.4 25.0 23.6 15.5 FALSE

26-14698 200.0 225.9 25.9 24.0 15.8 FALSE



MONITOR ASSAY PERFORMANCE

◼ Establish Acceptability Criteria

 E.g. RCPA APS where they provide data 

 Or QC or EQA peer group SD or CV (e.g. Unity)

◼ Monthly tracking using QC means and SDs

 For all measurands assayed with same platform

 ExpMU documented at 6 monthly intervals

◼ Where MU exceeds criterion

 Determine cause

 Correct cause or adjust acceptability criterion 



HOW TO MEASURE UNCERTAINTY

◼ CLSI EP29-A: 2012 Expression of Measurement Uncertainty 

in Laboratory Medicine, 1st Edition

◼ Bottom Up: measure the variation in each of the 

components that contribute to uncertainty of the assay. 

◼ Top Down: measure variation in results for the same 

material: over time, different operators, reagent lots etc. 

Stable material like QC reagent can be used.  This may not 

be commutable BUT acceptable across the same analytical 

systems, e.g VIHA Beckman AU480/680 across the HA



VIHA’s APPROACH

◼ In VIHA patients are referred among our 12 networked 

hospitals so lab harmonization is particularly important.

◼ We harmonize the analytical part by use of the same 

platforms, methods, calibrators, SOPs and staff training.

◼ VIHA has been using identical lots of QC material to monitor 

harmonization of routine chemistry and immunochemistry 

on a monthly basis for more than 10y.

◼ We define acceptable harmonization using the RCPA 

Acceptable Performance Specifications (APS) which 

consider biologic variation and clinical utility in addition to 

analytical capability.
RCPA = Royal College of Pathologists of Australasia



VIHA’s APPROACH-2

◼ The DAP requirements for MU determination fit well with 

what we have been doing with QC monitoring.

◼ By modifying our QC tracking spreadsheets we can 

generate MU and express it as comparability within a 

platform type by comparison to VIHA median QC results. 

E.g. blood & urine chemistry and immunochemistry, where 

the analyzer platforms are the same in each group.

◼ This provides comparability between  these analyzers.

◼ Where different platforms are used for the same analytes, 

additional steps are taken to address comparability due to 

variable commutability of QC material across platforms.



BASIC QC TRACKING WKBK



DOCUMENTATION



MU ADD-ON TO QC WKBK
APS

VIHA LL OF 

PERFORMAMCE

EXPANDED

ABSOLUTE MU



DETAILS OF THE PROCESS - EGs

◼ All VIHA Beckman chemistry analyzers use the same QC 

material and lot# and the same lot# of calibrator. 

◼ Each site runs routine QC(usually 2 levels 2-3 x per day)

◼ Site QC Means and SDs from our LIS are tabulated monthly. 

◼ These data are used to calculate the MU for each level of 

QC for each measurand per CLSI EP29-A.

◼ Each ‘MU’ is expressed as an expanded UC (uc*2).

◼ Calculated using VIHA median so provides comparability

◼ The largest acceptable MU among the sites is used as our 

VIHA comparability figure for that measurand at that level.

◼ Patient samples used for Comparability between platforms



MU ADD-ON TO QC WKBK
APS

VIHA LL OF 

PERFORMAMCE

EXPANDED

ABSOLUTE MU



COMPARABILITY AMONG ANALYZERS



ANOTHER VIHA LAB NA - 1



ANOTHER VIHA LAB NA - 2



BEHIND THE SCENES



ANOTHER COMPARABILITY



THANK YOU

QUESTIONS?





DAP MU REQUIREMENTS 

◼ EXA3.2.1  The laboratory determines measurement 

uncertainty for each quantitative measurement procedure. 

◼ EXA3.2.2  The performance requirements for measurement 

uncertainty for each quantitative procedures are defined

◼ EXA3.2.3  Estimation of measurement uncertainty is reviewed 

at a defined frequency.  This is documented.

◼ EXA3.2.4  Measurement uncertainty is considered when 

interpreting measured quantitative values

◼ EXA3.2.5  Measurement uncertainty is provided to users 

upon request.



COMPARABILITY CLAUSES
◼ QUA 3.1.1  There are procedures to establish the comparability of 

procedures, equipment and methods used, and establishing the 

comparability of results for patient samples. This is applicable to the 

same or different procedures, equipment, different sites or all of these.

◼ QUA 3.1.2  Comparability encompasses the entire range of clinically 

relevant values.

Guidance: Freshly obtained patient samples are the preferred 

comparability material as commercial materials have had their 

matrices modified in ways that may significantly affect commutability 

with native clinical samples.

◼ QUA 3.1.4  The laboratory documents, records and acts upon results 

from comparability. Any identified problems or deficiencies are 

addressed and records of action are retained. 



COMPARABILITY CLAUSES
◼ QUA 3.1.5  The laboratory notifies users of any differences in 

comparability of results and discusses any implications for clinical 

practice when examination systems provide different reference 

intervals for the same measurand and when examination methods are 

changed.

◼ QUA 3.1.6  Instruments and methods are checked against each other 

at least twice a year for comparability of results.

Guidance: Frequent monitoring generally involves comparing fewer 

samples more often while less frequent intervals require a larger 

number of samples due to the lower frequency of comparability. 

Periodic monitoring (e.g. quarterly, semi-annually) is performed when 

frequent monitoring is deemed unnecessary because the examination 

systems involved are stable and the risk of errors in clinical 

interpretation due to non-comparable results is low.


